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What you can learn from this game: 
         A strong center can helps an attack and hinders a good defense.

    Should do: 
         1. Build up a strong center fast and then use at the first good chance you get.
         2. When you see you have an advantage – go for it!
    Should NOT do:
         1. Don’t let your pieces get stuck in a place away from “the action.”

Some “chess tricks” as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

 1. d4  d6 Control Center - (Both sides position a pawn to control the center of the board).
 2. e4  Nf6 Control Center - (White brings out another pawn; Black attacks the Pawn at e4).
 3. Nc3  g6 Control Center - (White protects e4; Black prepares for a “fianchetto” of the Bishop).
 4. f4  Bg7 Control Center - (Yet another pawn in the center for White; “Fianchetto” for Black)
 5. e5  dxe5 Attack Center - (White “strongly suggests” a trade and Black accepts).
 6. fxe5  Nd5 Attack Center - (White recaptures attacking Black’s Knight which must move).
 7. Nf3  Nc6 Knights out first - (All the Knights are out, but Black misses a chance to attack

White’s pawns in the center or get the Queen’s Bishop out while he can).
 8. Bc4  e6 Attack/Protect - (White attacks Black’s Knight and Black protects with a pawn).
 9. Bg5  Nxc3 Attack Queen - (White attacks Black’s Queen and Black does the very same).
10. bxc3  Ne7 Protect Queen - (White takes the attacking Knight; Black protect his Queen too).
11. O-O  h6 Castle - (White protect the King and places the Rook on a critical open file).

Chase away with a Pawn  - (Black attempts to chase the Bishop away).
12. Bf6  Bxf6 Offer a trade - (White attacks Black’s fianchettoed Bishop; Black reluctantly trades).
13. exf6  Nf5 Attack / Protect - (White takes Black’s Knight; Black moves to block the file).
14. Qe2  Qxf6 Off the back row - (White’s Queen protect the Bishop; Black’s captures the Pawn)
15. g4  Nd6 Clear a file - (White pushes Black’s Knight off the file; The Knight move to protect f7).
16. Ne5  Qe7 Discovered Attack  - (White’s Knight move opens an attack on both the Queen & f7).

Retreat / Protect - (White’s Queen moves out of harm and protect the Pawn at f7).
17. Bd3  O-O Shift Attack - (White’s Bishop now aims at another pawn close to the King).
 Castle - (Black castle for protection, but may have gone into harms way). 
18. Rf2  Kg7 Prepare - (White wants to double his Rooks on the critical file).

Protect Pawns - (Black King moves to protect the Pawns that protect him).
19. Raf1  Bd7 Double Rooks - (The doubled Rooks aim at a weak place in Black’s defense).

Off the back row - (Black’s Bishop is off the back row but is not in a good position)
20. Rf6  Rg8 Attack with Three - (White’s Rook makes it three attacking the Pawn at g6).

Reinforce - (Black wants to reinforce the protection of g6, but could be too late).
21. Nxg6  Qxf6 Force a bad move - (White give Black some bad options to choose from).

Equal Trade (?) - (Black offers the Queen for two Rooks – about an equal trade).
22. Rxf6  Kxf6 Trade - (The position after the trade doesn’t look very good for Black).
23. Qe5#   1-0 Royal Outpost - (The Queen is doubly protected as she says, “checkmate”). 

Chess Notation for this game:
1.d4 d6 
2.e4 Nf6 
3.Nc3 g6 
4.f4 Bg7 

5.e5 dxe5 
6.fxe5 Nd5
7.Nf3 Nc6 
8.Bc4 e6 

  9.Bg5 Nxc3 
10.bxc3 Ne7
11.O-O  h6

12.Bf6 Bxf6
13.exf6 Nf5
14.Qe2 Qxf6

15.g4 Nd6
16.Ne5 Qe7
17.Bd3 O-O

18.Rf2 Kg7
19.Raf1 Bd7
20.Rf6 Rg8

21.Nxg6 Qxf6
22.Rxf6 Kxf6
23.Qe5#  1-0


